
ASSESSING THE NEXT THREAT

essential in combating today’s escalating risk of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). 
To address this threat, screening technology is used at the entrances of commercial 

venues, and sports arenas. 

While the technology provides meaningful explosive detection capabilities, experienced 
and well-trained screeners are a critical component to success. Misinterpretation of 
suspicious items is a liability risk leading to unnecessary evacuations, operational 

HOW WILL YOUR SECURITY TEAM ASSESS THE NEXT THREAT?  

COMPREHENSIVE X-RAY SCREENER TRAINING
MSA Security®  Online X-ray Screener Training 
Our robust and proven curriculum is designed by MSA bomb technicians who are 
trained by the FBI. Each day, MSA bomb technicians are engaged in real-time with 
X-ray screeners across the globe to view, interpret, and analyze a broad range of 
suspicious images from over 1,000 X-ray machines worldwide. That unmatched 
professional insight is at the root of MSA’s dynamic training content.

scenarios and focuses on X-ray interpretation, explosives recognition, IED 

tracking and reporting capabilities, delivered through a world class learning 
management system.

Comprehensive Online  Curriculum Delivers  Dynamic Content:  

   > X-ray History and Safety 
   > X-ray Physics
   > Improvised Explosive Devices

   > Principles of Screening
   > Practices of Screening
   > Review and Testing

CUSTOMIZED ONLINE X-RAY
SCREENER TRAINING
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ON-SITE TRAINING
On-site training is recommended at most locations. Delivered by MSA’s experienced sub-
ject matter experts, the course provides opportunities for more direct instructor feed-
back. The online course mirrors the live classroom curriculum, and serves as a great 
tool to scale training across geographies, or reinforce training on a routine basis.  
 
ONGOING 
Course participants can also elect to receive MSA’s Explosives Digest newsletter, which deliv-
ers breaking news on emerging threats and the latest IED presentations. The MSA team gath-
ers and vets trends in terrorism, explosive screening and detection, changes in the National 
Terrorism Advisory System, and other timely topics of interest to create this unique-to-the-
industry informational resource.

MSA Security®, An Allied Universal® Company, is America’s leader in high consequence threat protection. MSA 
Security’s innovative technology and robust security solutions protect people and property each and every day – 
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An X-ray image never lies.
If it contains a bomb, it will have


